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An Extended Abstract

ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a new technique for compressing memory
address traces.  The technique relies on the simple observation
that most programs spend their time executing loops, and
therefore the trace will follow the structures of such loops.  We
adapt classic control flow analysis to detect the loops within an
address trace, then analyze them to identify constant and loop-
varying memory references.  These references are efficiently
encoded to reduce the size of the trace, often resulting in an order
of magnitude reduction in size compared to the most compact
trace format known to date.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of memory address traces is an established technique for
simulation-based studies of computer systems [10].  The focus in
this paper is on lossless compression for reducing the size of an
existing trace after it has been gathered.  Lossless compression
preserves the information in a trace and introduces no errors of its
own during simulation [4][5][9][11].  This is in contrast with
techniques that use sampling or exploit the nature of the cache
hierarchy to reduce the trace size [1].

There are several motivating factors for reducing the size of an
address trace:

• Processor speeds continue to increase as predicted, resulting
in a proportional increase in the address trace size within a
given period of real time.

• Long traces are needed to give good estimates for the system
performance.

• Disk speeds are not improving.  A performance study often
becomes I/O-bound during the simulation phase.

Furthermore, memory address traces have low information
entropy with ample opportunity for compression [2].  It may be
argued that storage costs and capacities are decreasing at rates
comparable or exceeding those of the processor speeds.  While
this may be true, managing terabytes of trace volumes is not likely
to be a simple undertaking.

This paper introduces a new technique, which relies on the simple
observation that most programs spend the bulk of their processing
time executing in loops.  Thus, if these loops could be detected
within the trace, then one could eliminate the data address
references that are constant or change by a constant value between
consecutive loop iterations.

2. Loop Detection and Reduction (LD&R)
Consider the following code fragment:

for(j = 0; j < n; j++)

a[j] = b[j] * c[j];

The assembly code for this fragment typically loads the addresses
of the vectors a, b and c in some processor registers, then uses a
register to index through the loop.  The corresponding trace
records show repeated execution of the same basic block with the
data addresses differing by a constant offset between consecutive
iterations.  By detecting such a loop in the trace file, one can
replace all the occurrences with some encoding like:

loop: starting addresses of a, b, and c

offsets +4, +4, +4

n times

This is an extreme case and shows the gist of the technique used
in this paper.  The trace reduction occurs in two steps.  In the first,
we adapt classic control flow analysis techniques to detect loops
within a trace.  The second step identifies three types of address
references within each loop detected in the first step:

• Constant address references.   These do not change from one
loop iteration to the next.  Constant address references occur
for example when a stack variable is repeatedly read into a
register.

• Loop varying address references.  These references change
by a constant offset between consecutive loop iterations.  The
addresses generated for a[j], b[j] and c[j] in the example
above are loop varying references.



• Chaotic address references.  These references change
between consecutive loop iterations without following any
pattern.

Constant and loop varying address references are encoded once in
the loop body, while chaotic address references have to be
included in the sequence in which they appear within the trace.
Depending on the trace, and how uniform the loops are, loop
detection and reduction can yield moderate to substantial savings.

Some complex loops nevertheless may contain jumps to
functions, or may contain complex intra-loop branches that will
change the structure of the trace records from one loop iteration to
the next.  In such situations, it becomes very difficult to detect
patterns, and the effectiveness of the technique is greatly
hampered.  As an example, consider the following code fragment.

For(j = 0; j < n; j++)

a[j] = d[bsearch(a[j])]

The addresses generated for the vector d depend on the results of
executing a complex binary search function.  In situations like
this, it is possible to identify the references to the vector a as loop
varying references, but otherwise the references to vector d will be
chaotic address references.  Nonetheless, even with such
restrictions, the simple cases seem to manifest themselves often
enough to generate very good compression.

3. Implementation and Performance
We have implemented this technique in the context of the
MTRACE trace tool and its associated format [8].  MTRACE is a
sophisticated tool that captures traces of multi-programmed
workloads including the effects of context switching, operating
system, and shared library code. It uses a combination of
hardware assist [8] and software instrumentation similar to other
techniques [3][6][7].

Most importantly, the MTRACE format does not store the
instruction address references.  Instead, it stores in the trace the
address of the leading instruction in each basic block followed by
the data address references within that basic block. This technique
results in considerable compression, since non load-store
instructions do not contribute to the size of the trace unless they
occur at the beginnings of basic blocks.  Interestingly, the idea of
storing the trace in the form of basic blocks was later developed
independently by Fox and Gr , although the trace formats differ
considerably [4].  The actual instruction references can be
constructed using the leading instructions within each basic block
along with an auxiliary file describing the basic blocks within the
workload being traced.  To accommodate context switches, the
tool records in the trace the instruction address at which a basic
block is interrupted or resumed, such that the interleaved trace
could be reconstructed during the simulation phase.

We conducted an experimental study using seven traces from
different benchmarks, ranging from commercial transaction
processing systems to scientific loads.  The results are very

encouraging and show that LD&R yields compression ratios that
are about an order of magnitude better than the efficient
MTRACE format.
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